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Never Ending Language Learning (NELL)

Research Goal

A never-ending machine learning system for extracting structured
information from unstructured Web pages. The end result should be a
knowledge base that reflects the content of the Web.

http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/overview
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NELL approach

Input

1 ontology with hundreds of categories (e.g. person, sportsTeam,
emotion) and relations (e.g. playsOnTeam(athlete,sportsTeam),
playsInstrument(musician,instrument)) that NELL is expected to read
about.

2 10-15 examples of each category and relation
3 data

I collection of 500 million pages
I access to the rest of the Web

Process

extract new instances of categories and relations to further populate a
growing knowledge base of structured facts and knowledge

learn to read better than the day before – from previous day’s text
sources, extract more information, more accurately
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Assumptions

Rely on redundancy of information on the Web – using different
learning methods to extract complementary facets of this data

Retrain using human feedback on the most blatant errors
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Learning

Learning two types of knowledge

Learn categories which noun phrases refer to which semantic categories
(e.g. cities, companies, teams)

Learn relations which pairs of noun phrases satisfy which semantic
relations (e.g. hasOfficesIn(organization, location))

Approach

use free-form text patterns for extracting knowledge from sentences

learn to extract knowledge from semi-structured web data (e.g.
tables, lists)

learn morphological regularities of instances of categories

learn probabilistic Horn clause rules for inferring new instances of
relations from already learned relations
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NELL architecture overview
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Coupled semi-supervised learning for IE

Carlson et al., 2010 Coupled semi-supervised learning for information extraction

Semi-supervised learning – a small number of labeled examples, a large
volume of unannotated text.

Significant improvements come from coupling the training of information
extractors for many interrelated categories and relations (B), compared
with the task of learning a single information extractor (A).
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Issues with bootstrapping

Semantic drift:
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Coupled training

1 train classifiers using a small amount of labeled data

2 use the classifiers to label unlabeled data

3 the most confident new labels are added to the pool of data used to
train the models

Coupling constraints for restricting allowable candidates

output constraints: mutual exclusion – mutually exclusive predicates
cannot both be satisfied by the same input x

compositional constraints: relation argument type checking – the
arguments of a relation to be learned must be of pre-declared types

multi-view agreement constraints: unstructured and semi-structured
text features – freeform textual context / HTML tags
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Mutual exclusion
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Subsystem components

These components each assign a probability for each proposed candidate,
and a summary of its evidence.

use subsystem components that make uncorrelated errors

learn multiple types of inter-related knowledge:
I learn predicates from texts
I learn to infer new relations from learned relations

use coupled semi-supervised learning methods to leverage constraints
between predicates being learned

I categories and relations taxonomy (set-subset relations, mutually
exclusive categories, categories as relations’ expected arguments)

distinguish high-confidence beliefs in the KB from lower-confidence
candidates

use a uniform KB representation to capture candidate facts and
promoted beliefs of all types
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Subsystem components – CPL
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Subsystem components – CSEAL

SEAL – Set Expander for Any Language 13



Subsystem components – CMC and RL

Coupled Morphological Classifier

classify NPs based on morphological features (words, capitalizations,
affixes, POS, etc.)

it applies to predicates that have at least 100 (promoted) instances

uses mutually exclusion relationships to identify negative instances

Rule Learner

first-order relational learner – learns probabilistic Horn clauses
athletePlaysSport(x , y)←
athletePlaysForTeam(x , z) ∧ teamPlaysSport(z , y)

these rules are used to infer new relation instances from relation
instances already in the KB

connects previously uncoupled relation predicates
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Extracted predicates

More here: http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
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Ontology extension

Goal

Discover frequently stated relations among ontology categories

Discover category subcategories

Approach

For each pair of categories: co-cluster pairs of known instances and
the contexts that connect them.

when subclasses are extracted instead of instances, add subclass
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Discovered relations
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Discovered subcategories
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NELL now

Approx. 15 million candidate beliefs, 988,332 with high confidence.
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Open Information Extraction at Web Scale:
Machine Reading for KnowItAll

Oren Etzioni, Turing Center, University of Washington
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Reading the Web
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Open vs. traditional IE

Traditional IE Open IE

Input: Corpus + hand labeled data Corpus/Web + existing resources

Relations: Specified in advance Discovered automatically

Complexity: O(D x R) O(D)

Output: relation-specific relation independent
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Extraction on a large scale

Banko et al., 2007 Open information extraction from the Web
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TextRunner special features

1 self-supervised learner

2 single-pass extractor

3 redundancy-based assessor
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Self-supervised learner

Input A small corpus sample

Process 1 automatically label training data as positive/negative:
I find all base NPs: ei
I for each (ei , ej), i < j – extract the grammatical relation

path between them as potential relation rij
I label t = (ei , rij , ej) as positive if rij fulfill certain

constraints (length, locality, type of ei , ej)
2 use labeled data to train a Naive Bayes classifier using

domain independent features (later approaches – CRF):
I the presence of POS tag sequences in rij ,
I nr. of tokens in rij ,
I nr. of stopwords in rij ,
I whether ei/ej is a proper noun,
I the POS to the left of ei ,
I the POS to the right of ej

Output relation tuples t = (ei , rij , ej)
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Single-pass extractor

one pass over the (large) corpus

POS tag (most probable POS tag for each word)

chunking for identifying NPs

build candidate tuples (discard PPs, adverbs, etc)
was originally developed by → was developed by
Scientists from many university are studying ... → Scientists are
studying ...

represent candidate tuples through the features defined for the SSL,
and feed them to the classifier
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Redundancy-based assessor

assign a probability to each tuple t to express a certain relation based on
the number of distinct sentences from which it was extracted (relations
were normalized):
t appears k times in n sentences that match a clue:

P(t ∈ C |k , n) =

∑
r∈num(C)(

r
s )k(1− r

s )n−k∑
r ′∈num(C∪E)(

r ′

s )k(1− r ′

s )n−k

C – set of unique target labels

E – set of unique error labels (num(E ) also Zipf distributed

num(b) – the function giving the number of instances labeled
b ∈ C ∪ E

num(C ) – the multi-set giving the number of intances for each label b
num(C ) – Zipf distributed: if ci is the i th most frequently repeated
label in C , num(ci ) ∝ i−zC (zC is the parameter of the curve)

s is the total number of instances
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Error analysis

Incoherence relations (13%)
Sentence Incoherent relation
The guide contains dead links and omits
sites.

contains omits

The Mark 14 was central to the torpedo
scandal of the fleet.

was central torpedo

They recalled that Nungesser began his ca-
reer as a precinct leader

recalled began

Uninformative relations (7%)
Relation Examples
is ... is an album by ..., ... is the author of ...
has ... has a population of ..., ... has a cameo in ...
made ... made a deal with ..., ... made a promise to ...
took ... took place in ..., ... took control over ...
gave ... gave a talk at ..., ... gave new meaning to ...
got ... got tickets to see ..., ... got funding for ...
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ReVerb
Fader et al., 2011 Identifying relations for open information extraction

relation phrases = phrases that express relations

Incoherent relations

the extracted phrase has no meaningful interpretation
... was central to the torpedo scandal ...
Remedy: syntactic and positional constraints

Uninformative relations

the extracted phrase contains only light verbs
... is the author of ...
Remedy: force a longer phrase by including nouns

Overly specific relations

is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at
Remedy: argument variation constraints – minimal number of different
arguments
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Identifying relations from verbs

1 Find longest phrase matching a syntactic constraint
(V |VW ∗ P)
V = verb
W = (noun|adj |adv |pron|det)
P = (prep|particle|inf .marker)

2 Constraint on arguments:
|args(Relation)| > k
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ReVerb relation phrases
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Relation extraction with ReVerb
Features and their weights for assigning a confidence score to extracted
relations (logistic regression)
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Filtering extractions by interestingness

Lin et al., Identifying interesting assertions from the Web

Informative facts: ... the FDA banned ephedra ...

Less useful statements: ... the FDA banned products ...
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Interestingness

Depends on the domain:

social media
feedback (click data, comments, ...)

automated mathematical discovery
plausibility + novelty + surprisingness + comprehensibility +
complexity

databases/data mining
unexpectedness
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Interestingness in IE

specific (vs. general) assertions
Albert Einstein taught at Princeton
vs. Albert Einstein taught at a university
→ prefer assertions that contain named entities

distinguishing assertions
Einstein was offered the presidency of Israel
vs. Einstein was a man

→ AFOFRatio(E ) =
AssertionFrequency(E )

ObjectFrequency(object(E )) + 1

take assertions E for which 1 < AFOFRation(E ) ≤ 10

basic (definitional) assertions
assertions similar to those chosen by Wikipedia editors to be included
in Wikipedia infoboxes
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KnowItAll now
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